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A series of wind tunnel experiments 
have been carried out to study the unsteady 
structures of the separated shear layers of 
two-dimensional rectangular prisms subject 
to homogeneous turbulence flow fields. Due 
to the alternating occurrence of vortex 
shedding, the separated shear layers have 
unsteady periodic structures. In addition to 
being affected by the after-body of the prisms, 
the separated shear layers are also influenced 
by the turbulence intensity and length scale 
of the approaching flow. In this study, the 
experimental parameters are the turbulence 
intensity and turbulence length scale of the 
flow, and depth-to-width ratio of the prisms, 
The main purpose is to further understand the 
unsteady structures of the separated shear 
layers and the interaction between the 
approaching flow fields and the prisms.
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實驗所需的紊流強度( Uu /¢ )及紊流尺度
( DLx / )如表一所示。
Table 1. The longitudinal turbulent intensity, Uu /¢ , 
and length scale, DLx / , of grid - generated turbulent 
flows.











為100cm，寬(D)為5cm，深(B)為2, 3, 4, 
5, 10, 15cm等。模型兩端各連接1m×1m
之端板,模型之阻隔比為1.7%，風速控制在
雷諾數為 4103.3 ´ 。
分離剪力流之量測，則使用裂膜探針






























Table 2. Vorticity thickness (dw/D), where dw is 
defined as 
maxminmax )()( dyuduu - .
B/D X/D S A B C D E
0.4 0.20 0.055 0.061 0.066 0.080 0.083 0.100
0.6 0.20 0.060 0.070 0.075 0.076 0.076 0.088
0.8 0.20 0.063 0.071 0.073 0.090 0.084 0.095
1.0 0.25 0.068 0.091 0.098 0.105 0.154 0.135
2.0 0.25 0.089 0.096 0.106 0.113 0.122 0.123












本計畫成果已投稿於 Journal of 
Wind Engineering and Industrial 
Aerodynamics [11]。
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Fig. 1. Downstream development of the (a) velocity, (b) turbulence intensity, and (c) 
velocity gradient profiles of the separated shear layer along the lateral side in smooth flow 
when B/D = 0.6, where ¾ is the time-average, · is phase 3 (acceleration), o is phase 9 
(deceleration), u  is the mean velocity, U is the approaching flow velocity, u¢ is the root 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of velocity profiles of the separated shear layers when (a) B/D 
= 0.4, (b) 0.6, (c) 0.8, (d) 1.0, (e) 2.0, and (f) 3.0, where the symbols are the same as 
in Fig. 1 except o indicates phase 12 (deceleration) when B/D = 1.0 and 2.0, ·
indicates phase 2 (acceleration) when B/D = 3.0, and o is phase 6 (deceleration) when 
B/D = 3.0.
